October 2021

Join the SWIM Matching Challenge!

A supporter of SWIM is offering to match the next $12,000 in donations raised to expedite the work of
SWIM around the world! Will you help us? This is so exciting – your donation will be doubled!
Raising $24,000 means funding 68 chlorine producing units (CPUs) with a solar panel and battery for
each one. [The cost of one CPU is $100; the cost of one solar panel and battery equals $250.]
Being able to distribute 68 CPUs means thousands of people will have the opportunity to experience safe
water and be told about Jesus, the Living Water, because one CPU can potentially serve a village of
1000 people.
Will you help us with a donation to SWIM? The matching donation is good from now through December
21, 2021 - but please give today if you can! The sooner we can distribute more CPUs, the sooner more
people will be blessed with safe, clean water and hear about Jesus!
We wish you could see and talk to the people who receive the “safe water drops” (created from the
CPUs). The joy on their faces is so moving and they are so grateful! Men, women, and children are all
affected and all benefit tremendously!
Make an impact that is life-changing!
In a small village in Liberia people were drinking water from a muddy puddle. A CPU now purifies the
water, so they have safe water to drink!
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Make an impact that is transformational!
The North India SWIM team shared safe water distribution along with prayers fellowship. One of the
team members rejoiced, “It’s great joy worshiping His Almighty Name, the most beautiful Name of Jesus
Christ! We prayed together and shared safe water with these dear families. There were so many
amazing testimonies!”

Will you be a part of the SWIM Matching Challenge?
SWIM has provided over 2500 CPUs so far in 35 different countries – but the need is still so great! With
your help, many more people can be blessed by the gift of safe, clean water and the incredible gift of
Living Water in JESUS!
Please donate today to join in the SWIM Matching Challenge.
 Mail a check to: SWIM, PO Box 227, New Sharon, IA 50207
 Online: http://swimforhim.org/donations/

***
Fetching Water From a Bore Hole
This is an example of a water source that people use to fetch water for drinking water without any water
treatment in much of rural Africa.
Through the SWIM ministry, they have been blessed to receive a CPU which now allows them to have
safe, clean water for their families.
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Prayers Needed to Fight Demonic Forces
This request came from the North India SWIM team:
Please keep us in your prayers. In Punjab, we have many upcoming meetings and discipleship training
programs scheduled, but we are facing technical issues that we have never experienced before.
Sometimes the microscope or the projector doesn’t work when we are presenting, but after the meeting
everything looks normal. It’s like a demonic disturbance. We need more prayers, binding in the Holy
Spirit. This is the time in India when there is a lot of idol worship happening.

***
Thank You, Lord, for This Project
In Zambia, this is one of the prayers of those distributing SWIM chlorine producing units (CPUs):
“May our God help us to reach more people in our community by distributing chlorine to purify the
water. Thank You, Lord, for this project.”

***
Check out more stories of impact on the SWIM website under NEWS (http://swimforhim.org/):
 Fishing Communities in Ghana Receive CPUs (under Ghana)
 14 New Leaders Preparing for SWIM Ministry! (under India)
 Women Making a Difference with SWIM (under India)
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